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SIGMUND HELBING
banker + art trader
born 26 Nov 1821 Munich, died 18 Jan 1895 Munich
parents = jeweller and cloth trader David Samson Helbing +
2nd wife Karoline nee Weil ?

married 11 Mar 1851 Augsburg

CLARA LEBRECHT
got a license as ladies’ dressmaker in Munich
born 16 Mar 1830 Pflaumloch, died 22 Mar 1885 Munich
parents = Isaac Lebrecht + wife Esther nee Pflaum

CHILDREN (all born in Munich):

(01) KARL DAVID
12 Dec 1851 - ?
mixed 21 Mar 1882
IDA KOHNSTAMM from Munich
17 Oct 1860 - ?
parents = Abraham Kohnstamm + wife NN

(02) FRIEDERIKE
19 Oct 1853 - 02 Feb 1858

(03) LUDWIG
06 Jan 1855 - ? (died before 1910 ?)
antiques trader in Nuernberg at Karlsstrasse 2
married before 1888
NANETTE HIRSCH from ?
? - ?
parents = ?
couple had a son
Gustav Helbing born 26 Aug 1888 in Nuernberg
died as soldier in WW I on 12 Jul 1915

(04) EMMA
23 Jan 1856 - 31 Oct 1856

(05) EMILIE
10 Jun 1857 - ?
mixed 03 Mar 1879
ARON MOSES BAUER from Hanau (called Albert)
ca 1843 - ?
parents = Michael Bauer + wife Bettchen n Maysel

(06) OTTO
22 Aug 1859 - 1914 ? (died in Munich)
umismatist in Munich
mixed 04 Sep 1887
EMMA HIRSCH from Schweinfurth
ca 1866 - 09 Dec 1930 (died in Munich) ?
parents = ?

Otto Helbing started in 1878 as coin trader,
since 1888 auctioneer, since 1910 with nephews (born in Schweinfurth) as partners = Moritz Hirsch (died 1914) + Heinrich Hirsch, whose son Gerhard Hirsch became partner in 1922, survived Theresienstadt + Auschwitz and continued coin trading in Munich after World War II until he died in 1982 – today “Gerhard Hirsch Nachfolger” (= successor) still exists as coin trader in Munich, managed by Francica Bernheimer = great-granddaughter of Otto Helbing

(07) IDA 27 Apr 1861 – 17 Oct 1876

(08) HUGO 23 Apr 1863 – 30 Nov 1938 (died in Munich) antiques trader in Munich since 1885 later became one of Germany’s most important art auctioneers – died after Gestapo torture married (1) 05 Apr 1887 SOFIE LIEBERMANN from Munich 13 Nov 1865 – 09 Mar 1921 (died in Munich) parents = Heinrich Liebermann + wife Regina nee Neustaetter married (2) in 1926 LYDIA LUDMILLA VORDRAN from Wuerzburg 10 Apr 1884 – 1962 (died where ?) parents = ?

(for details see own family sheet)

(09) CLOTHILDE 16 Apr 1865 – 05 Mar 1866

(10) IRENE 28 Jan 1867 – 1949 ? where ? married 27 Sep 1894 ALEXANDER NATHAN from Laupheim merchant in Ulm, after ca 1886 in Munich 07 Mar 1845 – 26 Dec 1908 (died in Munich) parents = Joseph Alexander Nathan + wife Karoline nee Steiner couple produced but one son = Fritz Nathan 30 Jun 1895 Munich – 28 Feb 1972 Zuerich studied medicine in Munich (Dr med since 1922) (A) then art trader in Munich married (1) in 1922 Wilhelmine Erika Heino (Protestant) from Luenzmuehle 1894 – 1953 (died in Zuerich) parents = Wilhelm Heino + wife Maria nee Beneke married (2) in 1955 Ilse Gabriele Nast-Kolb from Stuttgart ? ? – ? parents = Dr med Alban Nast-Kolb + wife Gertrud nee Steiner who was deported to Theresienstadt in 1944 but survived

(A) Fritz Nathan started in half-brother Otto Hermann Nathan’s gallery which he continued as “Ludwigsgallerie” after Otto had died in 1930. Fritz Nathan + family emigrated in 1936 to St Gallen (Switzerland), where he continued his art trading business and finally moved to Zuerich in 1951. He was an expert in romantic paintings (Caspar David Friedrich, Ludwig Thoma, Hans Richter)